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Who we are: 

Agilent supports scientists in 110 countries in cutting-edge life science research, patient diagnostics and testing 
required to ensure the safety of water, food and pharmaceuticals. Our advanced instruments, software, 
consumables, and services enable our customers to produce the most accurate and reliable results as well as 
optimal scientific, economic, and operational outcomes. 

We play a role in advancing important research and testing, with our scientists creating some of the world’s most 
leading-edge technology and our field engineers working side by side with customers to help them maximize 
productivity. We bring these solutions to a variety of markets, from pharma and diagnostics to applied materials 
and chemicals.  

Cutting edge treatments for cancer, new vaccines, advances in identifying genetic diseases, testing that ensures 
the safety and quality of our air, food, water, and energy sources--these all have the same source, great science. 

Together with our customers, we’re bringing great science to life. 

Agilent is also committed to expanding economic opportunity in STEM fields by supporting education for 
underrepresented communities.   

What we are doing locally: 

Agilent is helping drive inspiration and education in Delaware by supporting community STEM events and 
helping in schools near our Little Falls site. By providing consulting, classroom supplemental education and 
hands-on laboratory opportunities, we can inspire students with a diverse group of passionate STEM 
professionals who can relate to students at different levels and educational needs. Select groups may even be able 
to tour our facilities where we manufacture instruments and consumables, or witness our instruments performing 
analysis, or even see one of our Research & Development labs. 

We are eager to support teachers in their quest. Sometimes a quick call to a young STEM professional may help 
take your lesson plan to the next level. We have a passionate team ready to assist. 
 

Contact JB Hersch (JB_Hersch@Agilent.com), Director of Community Engagement for Delaware.  

 

 


